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Abstract The directional accuracy of pointing arm movements to remembered targets in conditions of increasing memory load was investigated using a modified version of the Sternberg’s context-recall memory-scanning task. Series of 2, 3 or 4 targets (chosen randomly from a set of 16 targets around a central starting point in 2D space) were presented sequentially, followed by a cue target randomly selected from the series excluding the last one. The subject had to move to the location of the next target in the series. Correct movements were those that ended closer to the instructed target than any other target in the series while all other movements were considered as serial order errors. Increasing memory load resulted in a large decrease in the directional accuracy or equivalently in the directional information transmitted by the motor system. The constant directional error varied with target direction in a systematic fashion reproducing previous results and suggesting the same systematic distortion of the representation of direction in different memory delay tasks. The constant directional error was not altered by increasing memory load, contradicting our hypothesis that it might reflect a cognitive strategy for better remembering spatial locations in conditions of increasing uncertainty. Increasing memory load resulted in a linear increase of mean response time and variable directional error and a This work was supported by internal funding from Aeginition University Hospital C. Theleritis . N. Smyrnis . A. Mantas . I. Evdokimidis Cognition and Action Group, Neurology and Psychiatry Department, Aeginition Hospital, National University of Athens, 72 Vas Sofias Ave., 11528 Athens, Greece N. Smyrnis (*) Psychiatry Department, Aeginition Hospital, National University of Athens, 72 Vas Sofias Ave., 11528 Athens, Greece e-mail: [email protected] Tel.: +30-1-7293244 Fax: +30-1-7216424



non-linear increase in the percentage of serial order errors. Also the percentage of serial order errors for the last presented target in the series was smaller (recency effect). The difference between serial order and directional spatial accuracy is supported by neurophysiological and functional anatomical evidence of working memory subsystems in the prefrontal cortex. Keywords Arm movements . Memory-scanning . Context recall . Spatial working memory . Spatial representation . Serial order . 2D space



Introduction One question that arises when we perform a movement to a previously shown location is whether the spatial accuracy of the memorized location is affected by increasing memory demands. Increasing working memory demands can be achieved in two ways. One is to increase the time interval between encoding the information to be memorized and retrieving that information. In studies of working memory these delays can vary from zero to several seconds. Another way is to increase the memory load by increasing the amount of information to be encoded and later retrieved from working memory. In previous studies we investigated the directional accuracy of planar pointing movements to memorized targets using a memory delay paradigm. By increasing the delay time between target presentation and movement execution, the accuracy of movements, measured as the information transmitted by the motor system, decreased (Smyrnis et al. 2000). Directional accuracy was further studied by decomposing it to a constant and a variable directional error equaling the mean and the standard deviation of the directional error respectively (Soechting 1984). Introducing a memory delay resulted in a constant directional error that varied with target direction. This constant directional error reflected a bias for movement endpoints to cluster towards the diagonals between the vertical and the horizontal axes (movements were
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Fig. 1 A Sequence of behavioral events for one trial in the memory scanning task with a memory load of three targets. B Instantaneous velocity trace for this trial. The start of the target presentation period, the start of the retention period and the offset of the center target indicating the movement onset are marked with vertical lines. Also the onset of movement and the end of movement are marked with



vertical lines (RT response time). C shows the definition of directional error in this trial. The DE from the test target (target 3 in the sequence) is smaller than DE1, which is measured from target 1, and DE2, which is measured from target 2. Thus this trial was a correct trial (no serial order error)



performed in the horizontal plane, and targets and movement feedback were projected on a vertical computer screen). These constant directional errors towards the diagonals increased with increasing delay (Smyrnis et al. 2000; Gourtzelidis et al. 2001). The same constant directional error pattern was observed in a series of studies of visual perception where subjects had to memorize the location of a dot within a circle (Huttenlocher et al. 1991). The authors explained this pattern of constant directional errors as emerging from space categorization and they claimed that this categorization was used as a strategy to improve the accuracy of the estimation when the information about target location became inaccurate due to the memory delay. In the present study we investigated the effects of increasing memory load on the directional accuracy of memorized pointing movements in 2D space. In order to increase the memory load we used a motor equivalent of Sternberg’s context-recall memory-scanning task (Sternberg 1966, 1969). The motor memory-scanning task was originally introduced by Georgopoulos and Lurito (1991). In that study a list of targets was presented to the subjects sequentially. Subjects had to perform reaching movements to every target in the list. Then one of the presented targets, “the cue” (randomly chosen from the series excluding the last target), changed color to signal to the subject to move to the next target in the series. In that task subjects had to keep in memory the serial order of their previously preformed movements to the targets. In our version of this experiment a series of targets were again presented sequentially but each target was extinguished before the presentation of the next. Subjects had to observe the targets withholding any movements until the presentation of the cue target and then move to the next target in the series. The important differences in our task from that in the study of Georgopoulos and Lurito (1991) was that in our study subjects did not perform movements during the target presentation phase and they were required to



remember the spatial locations of the presented stimuli as well as their serial order. In our version of the task then we had the opportunity to measure the directional accuracy of the pointing movements to the remembered targets. Our hypothesis was that increasing the memory load (the number of target locations to memorize) would result in a decrease in the directional accuracy of location representation. Directional accuracy was further studied by decomposing it to a constant and a variable directional error equaling the mean and the standard deviation of the directional error respectively (Soechting 1984). Our second question was whether the memory load would have an effect on the constant directional error as that observed for remembered movements (Smyrnis et al. 2000; Gourtzelidis et al. 2001). Our hypothesis was that if this error pattern reflected a categorization process that would facilitate the retention of the target locations in working memory in conditions of increasing uncertainty (Huttenlocher et al. 1991) then these errors would be more pronounced with increasing memory load. Directional accuracy though was not the only measure of accuracy in this task. Subjects could make an error in the selection of the target, choosing another target in the series. The percentage of these serial order errors made by each subject was treated as a separate measure of accuracy in this task and the specific effect of increasing memory load on this accuracy measure was investigated.



Methods Subjects Twenty-five right-handed healthy volunteers (14 women, 11 men) participated in the study. Their mean age was 33 years (SD 6 years). The participants were recruited from the academic environment of the Aeginition University Hospital and gave informed consent to participate in the study after a detailed explanation to them of the



520 experimental procedures. The experimental protocol was approved by the Aeginition Hospital Scientific and Ethics Committee and was consistent with the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants were right handed and performed the task using their preferred right hand.



Experimental set-up and procedure We used the same experimental conditions as described by Smyrnis et al. (2000) and Gourtzelidis et al. (2001). Subjects sat in a darkened room and faced a computer monitor (27×21 cm) placed 60 cm from their eyes. Subjects used the right hand to move a pencil-type manipulandum on a digitizing tablet (Calcomp 2000) placed on a table in front of them. The manipulandum’s position was sampled at 100 Hz and was displayed on the computer monitor as a 2.5-mm-diameter round cursor. The ratio of arm movement to the cursor movement was 1. Subjects were instructed to maintain head and trunk in an upright position during the experiment and to use only shoulder and elbow movements to move the manipulandum (not wrist or finger movements). At the beginning of each trial the subject moved the cursor into a 10-mm-diameter red filled circle displayed at the center of the computer monitor (the center target). As soon as the subject moved into the center target a sequence of two, three or four targets (5-mmdiameter white filled circles) was presented in pseudorandomly chosen locations along the circumference of an imaginary circle with a radius of 10 cm, centered on the center target. A restriction was imposed that no two targets would appear at the same location. Sixteen circular locations were used as targets, spaced at 22.5° intervals, beginning from 0° in a standard polar reference frame (increasing counterclockwise). Each target was presented for 1 s and then was extinguished at the appearance of the next target in the sequence. After the presentation of all targets there was a delay of 2 s and then one of the previously presented targets except the last one was presented again for 300 ms (cue target). As soon as the cue target was extinguished the subject was instructed to move the cursor at the location of the target that was presented immediately following the cue target in the sequence (test target) and keep it there until the end of a 3 s period (see Fig. 1A). The last target in the sequence was not allowed to be the cue. Thus in the condition of two targets subjects could in fact ignore the first target and memorize the location of the second target only. We interviewed all our subjects after testing and observed that they did not use this strategy of ignoring the first target in the sequence of two targets. It was easier and much less confusing for them to remember both locations and their sequence. We thus used the sequence of 2, 3, 4 memory loads as the independent variable of interest. Each subject performed three separate blocks of 64 trials each. In each block a sequence of two, three and four targets was presented. The order of block presentation was randomized from subject to subject.



Data processing The cursor position data were used to calculate the instantaneous velocity of the manipulandum. This trace was used to obtain the movement onset (rise of instantaneous velocity above zero for three consecutive measurements = 30 ms) and the end of the movement (return of instantaneous velocity to zero and remaining zero for 100 ms). The response time for the particular trial (RT) was the time in milliseconds from the appearance of the cue target to movement onset (Fig. 1B). The final position was the cursor position at the end of the movement. The final position was transformed to conventional polar coordinates (direction and amplitude) with the origin at the center target. The directional error (DE) was a measure of the directional difference in degrees of the final cursor position minus the center of the test target. A counterclockwise deviation from the target was defined as positive DE (Fig. 1C). The DE was also measured using instead of the test target each one of all the targets in the presented sequence. If none of these DEs (DE1, DE2 in Fig. 1C)



was smaller in absolute value from the DE measured using the test target then this trial was marked as a correct trial; otherwise the trial was marked as a serial order error (SE). The DE for trials marked as serial order errors was the smallest one in absolute value, measured using each one of the targets in the sequence. A total of 4,800 trials (25 subjects × 3 blocks × 64 trials per block) were obtained from all subjects. We excluded all trials where subjects failed to move after the extinction of the cue target or moved prematurely before the appearance of the cue target. We also excluded movements with RT smaller than 80 ms or greater than 2,000 ms. After these exclusions a total of 4,515 valid trials remained that were used for all subsequent analyses (94.1% of the original data set).



Information transmission analysis The information transmitted was calculated by pooling all correct trials from all subjects for each one of three memory loads. The 16 test target locations were used to divide the target space into 16 discrete categories with a binwidth of 22.5 degrees for each category. If both the stimulus direction and the response direction were in the same bin of 22.5 degrees, thus the absolute DE was less than 11.25 degrees, then the movement was considered as correct. We then constructed a stimulus response performance matrix for each memory load (3 16×16 square matrices). Thus if the stimulus direction was at the first bin and the response direction was at the first bin then the number 1 was added at the cell with 1×1 coordinates on the matrix. If the response bin for a stimulus at bin 1 was at bin 2 then the number 1 was added at the cell with 1×2 coordinates. Using the stimulus response performance matrix we then computed the information transmitted for each memory load as follows: , H ðS Þ ¼ log2 N  1
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The information in the stimulus totals of the matrix is given by H (S), the information in the response totals is given by H(R), while the joint information in the matrix is given by H(S, R). T is the information transmitted. The term ns is the number of times that the test target direction is in the bin s (s takes values from 1 to 16 according to the binning described previously) and nr is the number of times the subject’s response direction is in the directional bin r (r also takes values from 1 to 16). Finally ns,r is the number of times the response is in bin r and the stimulus is in the bin s. The total number of trials is N (see Georgopoulos and Massey 1988 for more details on this method).



Constant directional error analysis For this analysis we used the DEs from all correct trials of all subjects pooled together for each memory load and each test target location. The DEs were entered in an ANOVA analysis as the dependent variable. The independent factors in the ANOVA were the 16 test target locations and the 3 memory loads.



521 Analysis of response times, variable directional error and serial order error In this analysis the mean RT (MRT) and the variable directional error (VDE: the standard deviation of directional error for all directions) for correct movements (no serial order error) as well as the percentage of serial order errors (PSE) were estimated for each subject, for each memory load. One-way ANOVAs were used to estimate differences in MRT, PSE and VDE using as independent factor the memory load. Then a linear and quadratic regression model was fitted to the MRT, SE and VDE using as independent variable the memory load. We also estimated the MRT, PSE and VDE for each subject, for each cue target in the series of three and four targets separately to get an estimate of the effect of serial position of the cue target on MRT, PSE and VDE. One-way ANOVAs were used to estimate differences in MRT, PSE and VDE according to the serial position of the cue target for each series (three target series and four target series).



Results



direction. This error pattern reflects a tendency for subjects to move closer to the 45–225 degree axis and the 135– 315 degree axis when test targets lie between the vertical and the oblique directions (see Fig. 2B). This constant directional error pattern was identical for all memory loads. Analysis of response times, variable directional and percentage of serial order error The MRTs differed significantly for different memory loads (F(2)=29.36, P


Information transmission analysis Table 1 presents the directional information transmitted for each memory load in bits. The last column shows the corresponding number of discrete directional sectors (bins) that correspond to this information (which can be extracted from the formula: 2trans.inform.value in bits = number of locations). This number could be viewed as the number of directions that are perfectly coded by the motor system (the motor system capacity). A loss of spatial information of 0.44 bits was observed when the memory load increased from two to three target locations. This loss corresponded to a drop in capacity of the motor system from 13 to directions to 9.5 directions. A subsequent loss of 0.7 bits was observed with the increase of load to four targets that corresponded to a drop in capacity to six directions. Constant directional error analysis The ANOVA on DE for correct trials showed a nonsignificant effect of memory load (F(2)=0.53, P=0.6), a highly significant effect of test target direction (F(15)=24.4, P


3.68 bits 3.24 bits 2.54 bits



13 directions 9.5 directions 6 directions



Fig. 2 A Constant directional error is plotted for each test target direction. The memory load of two targets is shown by open circles connected with a solid line, the load of three targets is shown by open rectangles connected with a dotted line and the load of four targets is shown by solid circles connected with a dashed line. B Constant directional error for each target direction for the memory load of 2 in a circular plot. In this plot the directional error in degrees for each target direction is depicted as the gray area connecting the target position (open circle) with the mean movement direction for that target direction (black circle)
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and quadratic model with memory load the independent variable and MRT the dependent variable. It can be seen that the quadratic model had no better fit than the linear one (linear model: r2=0.443, F=58.0, P


Fig. 3 A Variation of mean response time (MRT) with memory load; B variation of percent of serial order error (PSE) with memory load; C variation of variable directional error (VDE) with memory



It can be seen that the quadratic model had no better fit than the linear model (linear model: r2=0.345, F=34.6, P


Discussion The directional accuracy of pointing movements to visually presented targets in 2D space was investigated using a modified version of the memory-scanning paradigm (Sternberg 1966, 1969) with increasing memory load (number of target locations to be stored in memory). Directional spatial accuracy Our main focus in this study was the effect of memory load on directional accuracy. In studies of three-dimensional arm pointing movements, the introduction of a memory delay was used as a means to study motor performance in the absence of visual feedback (Soechting and Flanders 1989; McIntyre et al. 1997, 1998). Although all these studies reported an increase in the variable error, thus a decrease in spatial accuracy, when a memory delay was introduced, their main focus was in identifying the frame of reference that best described the spatial errors in the memory delay condition. Thus in the work of Soechting and Flanders the spatial errors in three-dimensional movements were used as evidence for the existence of a shoulder centered frame of reference (Soechting and



load. In all figures the solid line presents the fit of the linear model and the dashed line the fit of the quadratic model
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Flanders 1989). In the studies of McIntyre et al the variable error in pointing movements in memory conditions was used as evidence for a viewer centered frame of reference (McIntyre et al. 1997, 1998). Since the focus of these studies was not the memory effect on accuracy per se, the influence of memory delay on accuracy was not studied by varying systematically the memory delay interval. Also using a small set of targets in threedimensional space did not permit the study of the effects of memory delay on the capacity limitations of the motor system to code for spatial parameters in working memory. In our previous work we studied the effects of increasing delay on the directional spatial accuracy of memorized movements in 2D space and used spatial information transmission as a measure of accuracy (Smyrnis et al. 2000). We deliberately restricted our focus to directional accuracy only and used a very large number of target directions (360) to cover the whole space of possible directions. We then divided the space of directions into 120 different circular sectors (bins) corresponding to 6.9 bits of directional input information. We observed that at zero delay the information transmitted was 4.08 bits corresponding to a division of directional space in 17 bins. In other words we showed that the maximum capacity of the motor system to code for different directions in 2D space in the absence of visual feedback was 17. An increase in delay from 0 to 6 s resulted in a subsequent loss of information of 0.24 bits. In other words the capacity of the motor system dropped from 17 to 14 directions. In the present study we used only 16 directions as input (close to the maximum capacity of the motor system) and we observed that in the case of a memory load of 2, the motor system coded for 13 directions (Table 1). Thus already at the lowest load the motor system was performing below its maximum capacity. Increasing the number of directions in space that had to be retained in working memory had a profound effect on the capacity of the motor system to accurately represent these directions. Thus an increase of the number of memorized targets from two to four resulted in a loss of 1.14 bits of directional spatial information transmitted. This loss corresponded to a dramatic capacity loss of the motor system, which dropped from 13 to 6 target directions. One may argue here that the increase in memory load resulted also in an increase in memory delay between target presentation and movement execution. This increase though was from 2 s to a maximum of 4 s (in the case of four targets when the first target was the cue and the second was the test). Thus the increase in memory delay could not account for this very large decrease in the capacity of the motor system. The information transmitted is a global measure of directional spatial accuracy that is affected both by the constant and the variable directional error (Soechting and Flanders 1989). We observed that memory load did not affect the constant directional error but did result in a significant increase in the variable directional error. Indeed we observed that the variance in directional error (the square of the variable directional error) nearly doubled as the memory load increased from two to four targets (see



Fig. 3C). Thus the reduced directional spatial accuracy with increasing memory load is the result of an increase in the variability of the directional responses. Constant directional errors and the hypothesis of space categorization The constant directional error for each movement direction was studied for all subjects pooled together as in our previous studies (Smyrnis et al. 2000; Gourtzelidis et al. 2001). In these studies we documented the presence of a pattern of constant directional errors that could not be attributed to kinematic movement factors as it was shown to increase with increasing memory delay between target presentation and movement execution (Smyrnis et al. 2000). As presented in the “Introduction” the same pattern of constant directional errors in tests of spatial perception led to the hypothesis that these errors reflect a cognitive process of space categorization that helps individuals to code and retain spatial information in cases of increasing uncertainty (Huttenlocher et al. 1991). We thus hypothesized that increasing the memory load in the memoryscanning task would result in an increase of the constant directional error because subjects might rely more on the process of spatial categorization as more spatial information would have to be stored and retained in working memory. Our results do not support this hypothesis. The constant directional error that we observed in this task was nearly identical to that observed in our previous studies (Smyrnis et al. 2000; Gourtzelidis et al. 2001) and to that observed by Huttenlocher et al. (1991) and it did not change for different memory load conditions. In a study of slow pointing movements, de Graaf et al. (1991) found that the initial movement direction, measured at the beginning of these slow pointing movements, consistently deviated from the target direction, and the pattern of constant directional errors that emerged was surprisingly identical to the one we observed in fast pointing movements performed in memory conditions. In that study the authors also showed that the same constant directional errors were observed when subjects used a pointer to point in the direction of a target in 2D space, suggesting that these errors might not be related to the planning of a movement at all. Furthermore in a follow-up study, de Graaf et al. (1994) showed that the same constant directional errors were observed when targets were presented using somatosensory instead of visual input. These constant errors in the spatial perception of direction seem then to be present in all cases when an individual has to specify a direction in 2D space without the presence of feedback. It seems that this constant error pattern is not related to a specific cognitive strategy of human working memory. We are currently investigating other potential explanations for this constant directional error pattern that have more to do with the neural organization of the spatial representation of direction.
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Serial order error versus variable directional error We observed that the percentage of serial order errors, measuring how many times the subject chose the wrong target in the series and the variable directional error in the movement endpoint direction for the times that the subject chose the correct target in the series, both increased systematically with increasing memory load. This increase was linear in the case of variable directional errors and non-linear in the case of serial order errors. Furthermore the order in the list of the cue target had an effect on the probability of making a serial order error. More specifically we observed for the memory load of four targets that if the cue target was the one before the last then subjects made less errors. This recency effect was not observed for the variable directional error where the order in the list of the cue target had no significant effect. We could hypothesize then that two different processes, one for remembering the serial order of the targets and one for retaining the direction in space of the targets, are used for this behavioral task. The hypothesis of different coding for spatial parameters and serial order is in accordance with neurophysiological evidence. In a study of motor cortical neurons in a version of the motor context recall task, Carpenter et al. (1999) showed that a percentage of neurons had activity related to the serial order of the presented stimuli while other neurons had activity related to the direction of the list targets and finally some neurons had activity related to both these parameters. The same categories of neurons with serial order or position or a combination of serial order and position related delay activity were observed in the study of prefrontal cortical neurons in the monkey (Funahashi et al. 1997). The distinction of coding of spatial and serial order information is also in accordance with a theoretical framework of the contribution of the prefrontal cortex in working memory functions (Petrides 1994). It was thus proposed that different levels of working memory processing are subserved by different regions within the lateral frontal cortex. A first level mediated by the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex is concerned with the active storage of information and comparisons among stored items that are retrieved from the posterior cortical association areas. The second level mediated by the middorsolateral frontal cortex is concerned with the active manipulation of the stored information. Such a manipulation is the ordering of information based on the time of presentation of each item, a serial ordering in time. Confirming this hypothesis, lesions in the monkey dorsolateral frontal cortex showed a specific deficit in a task that required remembering the serial order of sequentially presented items (Petrides 1991). A similar deficit was observed in humans with lesions of the frontal lobe when performing a task in which they were required to select items at different locations while avoiding selecting a previously selected item. Subjects thus had to impose a temporal order on their selection of items (Owen et al. 1996a). Finally in a PET study in humans different spatial



working memory tasks were administered to directly test the theoretical hypothesis of the presence of two levels in spatial working memory processing. It was observed that the simple storage and retrieval of memorized movement sequences activated the ventrolateral frontal cortex while the performance of movements with a self imposed serial order activated the ventrolateral and dorsolateral frontal cortex (Owen et al. 1996b). Response times and the memory-scanning process An important methodological issue that had to be addressed in this experiment was whether our motor version of the context-recall memory-scanning task has the basic characteristics of a scanning process as originally described by Sternberg (1966, 1969). A robust observation made by Sternberg in the original version of the memoryscanning paradigm (1966), that required the identification of the presence of a test item in a list of previously presented items, was that the response latency for responding to the presentation of the test item increased linearly with the increase in the number of items that were stored in memory. This linear increase was interpreted to reflect a serial scanning process in working memory in order to match the correct remembered item to the test (Sternberg 1975). The slope of the increase in response latency reflected the time interval for this serial search. The slope in the context recall version of the memoryscanning task that required the search to locate an item in a series of remembered items was 124 ms (Sternberg 1969), which is close to the 148 ms slope of the linear increase in response latency that we observed in our experiment. In the only other study in humans that used a spatial version of the context-recall task, Georgopoulos et al. (1991) also showed a linear increase of response latency with increasing list lengths. Interestingly the slope of the increase in that study was 205 ms, which was twice the value originally observed by Sternberg (1969) in the context recall task with verbal material. The explanation for that discrepancy given by the authors was that in that task they required subjects to memorize a series of movements towards the different targets in the list (the subject made a movement to each of the presented targets), thus disrupting the memorization process. In our study subjects only observed and memorized the presented target locations while withholding any movement; the slope was much closer to that originally observed by Sternberg (1969). Thus in conclusion in our version of the motor memory-scanning task, response latencies showed the expected linear increase with memory load, suggesting a similar scanning process to that observed in the original context recall memory-scanning paradigm. Conclusion This study showed that the increase of memory load in the process of memorizing and retrieving spatial locations
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resulted in a decrease in the directional accuracy of pointing manifested both as a decrease in directional information transmitted by the motor system and as an increase in the directional variance of movement endpoint directions. Another independent effect of memory load was on the accuracy of target selection based on the serial order of target presentations.
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